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Bywinning the presidency and strengthening its
majority in both chambers of Congress, the 2008
election gave control of the government to the
Democratic Party. However, as the 2010 election
season unfolded, the news for the Democratic

Party could not have been much worse. Economic conditions
had not improved dramatically. A bitter and lengthy fight over
health care reform signaled to citizens that little had changed
in howWashington, DC, governed.The stimulus package and
its impact on the federal debt caused unease in a segment of
the electorate that was concerned with the size of govern-
ment. In this context, observers of American politics began to
take note of the number of citizens a!liating with, or at least
expressing favorability toward, a loose coalition of groups
known as the Tea Party movement. Tea Party rallies began to
occur throughout the United States, seeking to draw atten-
tion to the movement’s primary issues.

Social movements have always had a complex relationship
with political parties in the United States, and the Tea Party
movement is no exception.The twomajor parties in theUnited
States normally serve as the means for aggregating citizens’
preferences. However, when dissatisfaction with the political
process or government policies increases, social movements
become the vehicle to convey that dissatisfaction to the par-
ties or the government itself (Lipset 1972). Depending on the
intensity of the dissatisfaction or the prominence of the issues
touted by themovement,movements and parties pursue coor-
dinated, invasive, or even hostile strategies to manage their
relationships with each other (Schwartz 2010).

The final word has yet to be written on the various ways in
which theRepublicanParty and theTeaPartyMovement inter-
acted during the 2010 electoral cycle. At times, the inter-
actions involved outright hostility between the two, while in
other contexts, coordination strategies predominated.To some
degree, the variety of relationships reflected the wide range of
issues pursued by theTeaPartymovement.Many of the claims
that social movements in the United States have made have
involved postmaterial issues (Berry and Schildkraut 1998).
Building on Inglehart’s (1977) framework, postmaterial issues
involve concerns about the quality of life and future of a nation
rather than the discrete economic interests of a group’s indi-
viduals.This frameworkmay help to explain the various types

of relationships that exist between the Republican Party and
the Tea Party movement. Concerns about the federal deficit,
earmarks, taxes, the growth of the federal government, and
transparency in Congress have all found their way into Tea
Party manifestos. Leaders of the Republican Party could eas-
ily embrace some of these issues while remaining wary of
others.

Tension between the party and the movement also ema-
nates from the di"erent ends pursued by the two organiza-
tions. Parties seek tomaximize votes (Downs 1957; Schlesinger
1985), whilemovements express ideas and seek specific actions
from the government (Meyer and Tarrow 1998). If the party
seems more concerned about electoral victory than its core
ideas, then conflict arises (Schwartz 2010).

The inevitable tension that arises between political parties
and social movements raises the question of e"ectiveness. On
the one hand, socialmovements can provide resources, energy,
and enthusiasm for a political party in its pursuit of votes. On
the other hand, socialmovements can portray negative images
of a party, alienate its members, and drain resources from its
activities. This article examines the impact of the Tea Party
movement on the 2010midterm cycle.We begin with an anal-
ysis ofTea Party endorsements and then examine the relation-
ship between the Republican Party and supporters of the Tea
Party movement in two key Senate races.

THE IMPACT OFTHETEA PARTY
Given the extensive media attention that Tea Party rallies
and other aspects of the movement have received, a key ques-
tion is: How have Tea Party e"orts translated into votes?
Specifically, in the 2010 midterm elections, did a Tea Party
endorsement lead to an increase in vote share for Republican
candidates?1 One of the challenges of studying this move-
ment is that by philosophy and design, it lacks a central lead-
ership structure that coordinates nationwide e"orts. Instead,
the Tea Party is a far-flung patchwork of organizations, some
local and some national, with a related set of issue concerns
and positions. Some of these organizations—the Tea Party
Patriots, the Campaign for Liberty, or Glenn Beck’s 9/12
Project, for example—choose not to endorse candidates. Other
Tea Party–a!liated groups do o"er o!cial or public endorse-
ments, although their e"orts do not appear to be coordinated,
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and, as will become evident, patterns of endorsement vary
widely across the di"erent groups.

We identified several organizations or political leaders that
either explicitly adopt the Tea Party label or are often identi-
fied by news organizations as a!liates of the movement.
Groups that endorsednumerous candidates innumerous states
and thus seemed to acquire a national presence included the
Tea Party Express, the Independence Caucus, the Boston Tea
Party, and Dick Armey’s FreedomWorks. Based on informa-
tion from Tea Party organizations themselves and local and
national press accounts, we compiled a dataset of variables

charting whether each of these organizations endorsed the
Republican candidate in every congressional district in the
country.2 Because of her high profile within the movement
and the fact that her candidate endorsements were heavily
publicized, we also included ameasure of whether Sarah Palin
endorsed the Republican candidate. In addition to these
national organizations and individuals, we searched themajor
newspapers within every state for any evidence of endorse-
ment of congressional candidates by local Tea Party groups.

Table 1 presents the e"ects of Tea Party endorsements on
theRepublican vote share inHouse races.3 The unit of analysis

Table 1
Determinants of Republican General ElectionVote Share

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Republican Incumbent 6.97** 6.90** 7.03** 6.90** 6.84** 7.01** 7.78**

~1.31! ~1.31! ~1.32! ~1.33! ~1.32! ~1.33! ~1.40!

Democratic Incumbent !5.49** !5.47** !5.61** !5.44** !5.45** !5.54** !5.48**

~1.13! ~1.14! ~1.13! ~1.14! ~1.13! ~1.15! ~1.16!

Obama 08 Vote Share in District !0.77** !0.78** !0.77** !0.78** !0.78** !0.77** !0.75**

~0.04! ~0.04! !0.77** ~0.04! ~0.04! ~0.04! ~0.04!

District Median Income ~Log! 3.43** 3.44** 3.61** 3.48** 3.50** 3.44** 3.40**

~1.07! ~1.10! ~1.09! ~1.07! ~1.07! ~1.07! ~1.06!

Freshman Incumbent ~Democrat! 1.35 1.34 1.26 1.31 1.26 1.33 1.31

~0.10! ~1.17! ~1.17! ~1.16! ~1.17! ~1.17! ~1.16!

Freshman Incumbent ~Republican! !2.61 !2.60 !2.62 !2.55 !2.55 !2.55 !2.54

~1.39! ~1.38! ~1.40! ~1.36! ~1.38! ~1.38! ~1.38!

Challenger Quality ~Democrat! 0.85 0.86 0.78 0.87 0.91 0.89 0.80

~1.21! ~1.24! ~1.22! ~1.21! ~1.21! ~1.20! ~1.20!

Challenger Quality ~Republican! 0.60 0.58 0.51 0.56 0.57 0.56 0.49

~1.11! ~1.11! ~1.10! ~1.09! ~1.09! ~1.09! ~1.09!

Democratic 08 Vote Share in District !0.07* !0.07* !0.07* !0.07* !0.08* !0.07* !0.08*

~0.04! ~0.04! ~0.04! ~0.04! ~0.04! ~0.04! ~0.04!

Any Tea Party Endorsement 0.30 — — — — — —

~0.59!

Tea Party Express — 0.18 — — — — —

~0.65!

Sarah Palin — — 1.37 — — — —

~1.00!

Boston Tea Party — — — !0.90 — — —

~1.78!

Independence Caucus — — — — !0.39 — —

~0.88!

Local Tea Party — — — — — 0.62 —

~0.80!

FreedomWorks — — — — — — 2.13**

~0.83!

Intercept 59.10 59.18 57.12 58.95 58.68 59.08 57.93

~11.60! ~11.87! ~11.90! ~11.66! ~11.60! ~11.58! ~11.61!

R2 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88

Note. N = 378. Unit of analysis is the congressional district. Robust standard errors in parentheses. **p < .01, *p < .05.
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is the congressional district, and
the models include controls for
the partisan a!liation of the
incumbent, whether the incum-
bent was a freshman, the qual-
ity of the challenger, Obama’s
vote share in the district in 2008,
theDemocratic candidate’s vote
share in the district in 2008, and
the log of themedian income for
the district.4 These models
account for a great deal of the
variation in Republican vote
share (R2 ! .88), and the con-
trols function much as we ex-
pected. For example, Republi-
can candidates generally did
less well in districts where
Obama’s vote share was high
in 2008. And even in a year
of unusual turnover in the
House, incumbents enjoyed
an advantage—incumbency in-
creased the vote share for
Democratic candidates by ap-
proximately 5.5 points and the
vote share for Republican can-
didates by about seven points.

The models show that Tea
Party endorsements generally
had little statistically discern-
ible e"ect on Republican vote
share in the general election.
In the model that includes a
measure of whether any Tea
Party group, local or national,
endorsed the Republican candi-
date, the regression coe!cient
is small (.30) and does not
approach statistical significance
(t!0.51, p! .61). In two cases—
endorsements by the Boston
Tea Party and the Indepen-
dence Caucus—the point esti-
mate is actually negative,
although again, in neither case
can the coe!cient be statisti-
cally distinguished from zero.
Of the Tea Party groups that
backed candidates in the general election, only Freedom-
Works endorsements were associated with a statistically sig-
nificant increase in votes for the Republican candidates. The
Republican candidate’s vote share increased by a little more
than two percentage points when a FreedomWorks endorse-
ment was involved.

Given the generallymeager findings forTea Party endorse-
ments, the critical question is: What explains the apparent
success of FreedomWorks? Part of the answer could be that

FreedomWorks did not only proclaim support for its favored
candidates but also donated money—nearly $350,000, accord-
ing to the Washington Post.5 However, the total amount of
money donated to any single House candidate tended to be
small, typically less than $10,000 and often less than $1,000.6
It is unlikely that money is the sole reason for Freedom-
Works’ relative success compared to other Tea Party groups.

Figure 1 provides additional insight by showing the pat-
tern of endorsementsmade by eachTeaParty group,with black

Figure 1
2008 ObamaVote Share by 2010 Democratic Vote Share with
Tea Party Endorsements
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dots indicating endorsed candidates and gray dots showing
all other candidates in the election. For each Tea Party orga-
nization, we plotted Obama’s 2008 vote share in the district
against the 2010 Democratic vote share in the district. The
figures show that patterns of endorsement variedwidely across
Tea Party groups—some, like the BostonTea Party, made only
a few endorsements,while othersweremuchmore active.More
important, it appears that FreedomWorks was more strategic
in its choice of candidates than some otherTeaParty–a!liated
groups. For example, local Tea Party organizations, the Inde-
pendence Caucus, and Sarah Palin endorsed candidates in a
wide variety of di"erent districts, including those that were
likely to be safe Democratic seats based on Obama’s perfor-
mance in 2008. Nearly one-quarter of Sarah Palin’s endorse-
ments went to candidates in districts where Obama had
garnered more than 60% of the vote in 2008, including multi-
ple endorsements for candidates in districts where Obama
scored more than 70% of the vote. Palin’s endorsements did
not, in other words, appear to be closely tied to the candidate’s
prospects for victory, given the nature of the district.7

FreedomWorks, on the other hand, rarely made endorse-
ments in safe Democratic districts, with the prominent excep-
tion of its (perhaps symbolic) support of John Dennis against
Nancy Pelosi in California’s Eighth District, where Obama
received 85% of the vote in 2008. Even including this outlier,
only 10% of FreedomWorks’ endorsements went to candi-
dates in districts where Obama had receivedmore than 60% of
the vote. Compared to other Tea Party–a!liated groups,
FreedomWorks endorsements appeared to target districts that
were more closely divided between Democrats and Republi-
cans. While other endorsers embraced a more scattershot
approach, FreedomWorks went hunting “where the ducks
were.” And in those swing districts, the hunting turned out to
be good: a FreedomWorks endorsement was correlated with
better performance from the Republican candidate.8

FreedomWorks aside, our evidence suggests thatTea Party
endorsements are typically not associated with increased
vote share for Republican candidates in the general election.
However, this finding should not be taken as conclusive proof
that Tea Party activity did not matter in 2010. Tea Party orga-
nizations were also active during the primary election, and
their work in primaries helped shape the nature of the sub-
sequent political competition and the political discourse
throughout the election cycle. In addition to our general elec-
tion dataset, we also collected data on endorsements from
select Tea Party organizations during the Republican prima-
ries, aswell as ameasure ofwhether candidates a!liated them-
selves with Tea Party goals by signing the “Contract from
America.”9

Table 2 presents the determinants of vote share in Repub-
lican primaries. The unit of analysis is the candidate, and the
models include controls for the number of candidates run-
ning, incumbent status, and whether the state held its prima-
ries early in the process.10 To these controls, we added
indicators of receiving a Tea Party endorsement from either
the Tea Party Express or Sarah Palin and an indicator of
candidate self-endorsement of Tea Party principles (individ-
uals who signed the Contract from America). The models

show that incumbent status is strongly related to better pri-
mary performance, increasing candidate vote share by more
than 40 percentage points. However, a!liation with the Tea
Party also mattered in other important ways. Candidates
endorsed by the Tea Party Express and Sarah Palin garnered
approximately 8 to 9 percentage points more than candi-
dates who did not receive an endorsement. Candidates who
adopted the Tea Party label themselves by signing the Con-
tract from America did even better, with their vote shares
increasing by more than 20 points.11 In the 2010 Republican
primaries, either bearing a Tea Party stamp of approval or
showing a willingness to a!liate with Tea Party principles
clearly improved a candidate’s electoral prospects.

THE INDIVIDUAL-LEVEL CASE FOR INFLUENCE
Given the substantial e"ect that support fromTeaParty groups
had in Republican primary contests, we turn now to a brief
examination of some available individual-level data involving
Tea Party candidates. We used data from two 2010 U.S. Sen-
ate primary contests in Utah and Colorado that were notable
because bothRepublican contests included credibleTeaParty–
endorsed candidates. In Utah, one of several Tea Party candi-
dates, Mike Lee, eventually won the general election. In the
more competitive partisan environment of Colorado, the Tea
Party candidate, Ken Buck, won a come-from-behind race in
the primary but narrowly lost the general election.

In Utah, incumbent Senator Robert F. Bennett sought a
fourth term against a sti" challenge from several candidates
who were partly motivated by anger over Bennett’s perceived
softening conservatism. Legislation such as theTroubled Asset
Relief Program (TARP), which passed during the waning days
of the Bush presidency, the economic stimulus package, and
Obama’s health care reform fueled voters’ discontent with
Bennett. Two notable challengers emerged, both of whom
expressed sympathy for Tea Party principles: Mike Lee, a law-
yer and former Supreme Court clerk for Justice Samuel Alito;
and Tim Bridgewater, a businessman who had twice previ-
ously run and lost for the U.S. House.

Table 2
Determinants of Candidate Vote Share in
Republican Primaries
VARIABLE (1) (2)

Number of Candidates !2.97** ~0.24! !2.97** ~0.25!

Incumbent 41.76** ~1.82! 42.34** ~1.79!

Early Primaries !3.80* ~1.64! !3.68* ~1.64!

Tea Party Express 8.17* ~3.00! —

Sarah Palin — 9.52** ~3.18!

Contract from America 20.31** ~1.44! 20.15** ~1.44!

Intercept 38.63 ~1.25! 38.57 ~1.25!

Adjusted R2 .56 .57

Note. N = 897. Unit of analysis is primary candidates. Only Republican prima-
ries or primaries in which Republican candidateswere on the ballot are included.
Standard errors in parentheses. **p < .01; *p < .05.
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Our data were drawn from pre- and postcon-
vention panel surveys of 1,331 Republican state
convention delegateswhowere invited by e-mail
or regular postal mail to complete an Internet
survey. Utah uses a combination of party pre-
cinct caucuses, state conventions, and party pri-
maries to nominate candidates. InMarch, voters
meet in neighborhood or precinct caucus meet-
ings to select about 3,500 delegates to theRepub-
lican state convention, which is held a fewweeks
later. At the May convention, candidates who
receive more than 60% of delegate support on a
final ballot receive the nomination outright.
Otherwise, the two finalists face o" in a pri-
mary. In 2010, Senator Bennett made it through
thefirst roundof convention voting in third place
and then was eliminated in the next round, with
only 27% of the delegate vote. The Utah State
Republican Party provided us access to a del-
egate list, and all delegates were invited to par-
ticipate in a preconvention and postconvention
survey.12

The Utah Republican convention delegates
were strongly aligned with the Tea Party.When
asked if they had a “favorable or unfavorable
impression of the Tea Party movement,” 86% of
the delegates reported a favorable impression,
with 47% being “strongly favorable.” Nearly half
of the delegates (43%) considered themselves to
be “active supporters” of the Tea Party move-
ment. Tea Party favorability and active support
were both strongly related to vote choice. Examining the sec-
ondroundvotethat ledtohiselimination,SenatorBennettonly
managed towinmajority support fromthe small proportionof
delegateswhoviewedtheTeaPartymovementunfavorably.Of
the43%whoconsideredthemselves“activesupporters,”Leeand
Bridgewater managed to capture 92% of the vote.13

The influence of active Tea Party support in the Utah con-
test remains strong even when a host of standard controls are
included.Model 1, outlined in table 3, presents the results of a
logitmodel regressing activeTea Party support on the conven-
tion senate vote (1!Lee/Bridgewater, 0!Bennett), with con-
trols for conservative ideology, Republican party strength, the
number of previous conventions attended, gender, income,
education, age, religiosity, and race. Tea Party support clearly
predicts support forBennett’s opponents.14 This strengthholds
even in the presence of significant e"ects for age, strongly
conservative ideology, and Republican partisan strength. The
size of the e"ect is robust to a variety of alternative specifica-
tions of Tea Party sympathy available in the survey. Not sur-
prisingly, strong conservatives (compared to a baseline of
“middle of the road”) were more likely to support Bennett’s
challengers.When estimates of predicted probabilities of sup-
porting the challengers were produced, being aTea Party sup-
porter increased the likelihood of supporting the challengers
by 23 percentage points. The only variable that was more
strongly predictive of challenger support was being a strong
conservative (30 percentage points).

An intriguing detail of the model is the appearance of neg-
ative and statistically significant coe!cients for strongRepub-
licans and “not so strong” Republicans compared to the
baseline of independent-leaningRepublicans.This result sug-
gests that the strongest support for the upstart challengers
would have come from an independent-leaning Republican
who was strongly conservative and an active supporter of the
Tea Party movement. In fact, nearly half of the independent
leaners (49%) identified as active Tea Party supporters, while
only 26% of “not so strong” Republicans and 43% of strong
Republicans were active Tea Party supporters. This uneven
correlationwith partisan strength illustrates the potential ten-
sion that the Republican Party faces, particularly among party
activists, in assimilating the Tea Party movement.

The 2010 Colorado Republican U.S. Senate primary con-
test provides a second look at individual-level support among
Tea Party supporters. This race featured Jane Norton, a for-
mer lieutenant governor, versus Ken Buck, a former prosecu-
tor in theColoradoU.S. Attorney’s o!ce and theWeldCounty
district attorney. Buck andNorton adopted similar issue posi-
tions across the board, but Norton drew the ire of Tea Party
groups for supportingColoradoReferendumsC andD in 2005.
Her support of these referenda was characterized as fiscally
irresponsible support for tax increases.

The Colorado data were collected online from a probabil-
ity sample drawn from the Colorado voter registration file.
Respondents were randomly selected from the voter file and

Table 3
Determinants of Voting for U.S. Senate Tea Party
Candidates in Utah Republican Convention and
Colorado Republican Primary

UTAH COLORADO

Strong Conservative 1.81** ~0.66! 0.61 ~0.48!

Moderate Conservative 0.68 ~0.65! !0.31 ~0.44!

Strong Partisans !1.10** ~0.27! 0.18 ~0.30!

Weak Partisans !1.00** ~0.33! 0.08 ~0.36!

Experience as Convention Delegate !0.07 ~0.06!

Male 0.06 ~0.22! 0.50* ~0.25!

Income 0.05 ~0.05! !0.11 ~0.07!

Education !0.21 ~0.12! !0.05 ~0.13!

Age !0.04 ~0.01! 0.01 ~0.01!

Born Again — 0.04 ~0.28!

Religiosity !0.22 ~0.16! !0.22 ~0.12!

White !1.00 ~0.66! !0.13 ~0.44!

Tea Party Active Supporter 1.60** ~0.23! 0.65* ~0.26!

Intercept 4.70 ~1.18! 0.07 ~1.04!

Pseudo-R2 0.22 0.08

Log Likelihood !384.15 !208.18

N 871 328

Note. Standard errors are in parentheses. **p < .01; *p < .05.
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sent an invitation letter by first-class U.S. mail that contained
a link and an access code for the online poll.15 A total of 1,217
likely voters responded to the survey, with roughly half voting
in the Colorado Republican and Democratic primary elec-
tions. Our analysis is limited to the subset of likely Republi-
can primary voters.

Colorado Republican primary voters were also strongly
aligned with the Tea Party movement, with 83% reporting a
favorable impression (52% “strongly favorable”). Forty per-
cent considered themselves to be “active supporters.” Again,
Tea Party favorability and active support are both strongly
related to vote choice. Norton actually won majority support
from the small proportion of primary voters who viewed the
Tea Partymovement unfavorably, along with a narrowmajor-
ity among voters who viewed themovement somewhat favor-
ably. Buck received a 59% rate of support from those voters
who were strongly favorable of the Tea Party. Likewise, of the
40% who considered themselves “active supporters,” Buck
received 64% support.

The strength of active Tea Party support in the Colorado
primary also holds up to a host of standard controls. Model 2
in table 3 presents the results of a logit model regressing
active Tea Party support on the Republican primary vote (1!
Buck, 0 ! Norton), with controls for conservative ideology,
Republican party strength, gender, income, education, age,
religiosity, born-again status, and race. Tea Party support
clearly predicts support for Buck among the many control
variables, and the size of the e"ect is again robust to a vari-
ety of alternative specifications of Tea Party sympathy avail-
able in the survey. Unlike the Utah survey, ideology and party
identification strength do not aid the prediction.16 Instead,
gender and church attendance appear to be related, with men
being more supportive of Buck and church attendees being
more supportive of Norton. Tea Party support is the stron-
gest predictor of support for Buck, increasing the likelihood
of support by 16 percentage points.With candidates and vot-
ers who are not as ideologically distinctive as the Utah con-
test, the Tea Party e"ect in Colorado is smaller, but still quite
strong.

CONCLUSION
Assessing the impact of theTeaPartymovement presents chal-
lenges because of its multiple layers and identities. Overall,

the endorsement strategies of the movement in general elec-
tions did not produce dramatic results. However, strategies
targeted to those conditions most favorable to the movement
did occasionally have an impact, as demonstrated by the case
of FreedomWorks. Endorsements had a larger impact in the
primaries, though not as large as the e"ect of candidates sig-
naling agreementwithTeaParty positions by signing theCon-
tract from America. The cases of Utah and Colorado show
how activists were able to change the dynamics of those races
by selecting the candidates they strongly preferred. Similar
dynamics played out in House and Senate races across the
country. These examples demonstrate the need for time to
sort out the relationship between the movement and the
RepublicanParty.While Republicans benefited fromTeaParty
support, theTea Party supporters, whoweremuchmore likely
to chooseTea Party candidates, were not always the strongest
partisans. This outcome suggests that invasive, coordinated,
or hostile strategies (Schwartz 2010) for managing the rela-
tionships between the movement and the Republican Party

are all still possibilities. Therefore, the day of reckoning
between amovement and a party, which always seems to occur
in American politics, still looms somewhere in the not-so-
distant future. !

NOTES
Authors are listed alphabetically.We thank Gary Jacobson for his generosity in
allowing us access to data on candidate quality.We also acknowledge the collabora-
tion of Michael Barber, Chris Mann, and Anand Sokhey in conducting the surveys.
We are especially grateful to John Holbein andMatt Frei for yeomen’s work in
collectingTea Party endorsement data and collecting survey data, respectively.
Josephine Borich and Calista Glenn also assisted with collecting endorsement data.
AMentored Environment Grant at BrighamYoung University facilitated the data
collection for this project.
1. While Tea Party organizations did, on rare occasions, endorse Demo-

cratic candidates, support was overwhelmingly directed toward Republi-
cans.We found four instances in which a Tea Party organization
endorsed a Democrat during the general election, as opposed to its en-
dorsement of 216 Republican candidates. In other words, of the
movement’s 220 general election endorsements, more than 98% were
given to Republicans. For this reason, our analysis focuses exclusively on
the Republican side.

2. We searched the websites of five of the most-read national newspapers
and 50 local newspapers (corresponding with the most-read newspaper
from each state). Searches were generated with a generic pattern consist-
ing of the candidate’s first and last name, the name of the state in which
they were running, and phrases that picked up hits for articles on the Tea
Party movement. These phrases included “tea party endorsement,” “en-
dorse,” and “tea party backed.” The first five pages of the search results
were then analyzed. Coders looked for any indication of the candidate

The strongest support for the upstart challengers would have come from an
independent-leaning Republican who was strongly conservative and an active supporter
of theTea Party movement. In fact, nearly half of the independent leaners (49%)
identified as activeTea Party supporters, while only 26% of “not so strong” Republicans
and 43% of strong Republicans were activeTea Party supporters. This uneven
correlation with partisan strength illustrates the potential tension that the Republican
Party faces, particularly among party activists, in assimilating theTea Party movement.
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being endorsed or categorized by a relationship with the Tea Party move-
ment.We also searched the websites of prominent Tea Party organiza-
tions for additional information about endorsements.

3. We excluded the Senate because the number of races was small, making
statistical inference much more challenging. In addition, only one-third
of Senate seats come up for reelection in any one year, preventing the
sample from being nationally representative.

4. Challenger quality was operationalized as whether the challenger had
previously held elective o!ce (see Jacobson 1989). These models only
include districts in which a Republican candidate was running. In addi-
tion, districts in which the candidate was unopposed in 2008 were
dropped from the analysis. If we include these uncontested districts in
the analysis under the assumption that the candidate running received
either the entire vote share in 2008 (coded as 1 for Democrats running
unopposed or 0 for Republicans running unopposed) or a very large
percentage of the vote share (0.9 versus 0.1), the substantive results pre-
sented later in the article are not a"ected.

5. See http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/politics/campaign/2010/
spending/FreedomWorks.html for detailed information about Freedom-
Works’ campaign donations. The figures used in this article are those
numbers available as of December 3, 2010.

6. The exception was Morgan Philpot, who ran against the incumbent Jim
Matheson in Utah’s Second District. According to theWashington Post,
Philpot received over $55,000 from FreedomWorks.

7. Our argument is not that Tea Party endorsements were necessarily more
e"ective or worth more votes in closely contested districts.We are not,
for example, arguing that FreedomWorks employed a strategy that exog-
enously won races for its favored candidate in marginal districts. In fact,
models that add an interaction between the Tea Party endorsement and a
dummy variable for a closely divided district find no statistically signifi-
cant interaction e"ect for any Tea Party group. Rather, the point of
figure 1 is to show that the various organizations di"ered in their en-
dorsement patterns and strategies, with the FreedomWorks approach
proving especially e"ective. It appears that FreedomWorks focused its
attention on “winnable” contests rather than using other more ideologi-
cal criteria.

8. We want to emphasize that we are not making a causal claim about the
e"ect of a FreedomWorks endorsement.We present evidence here that
FreedomWorks used its endorsements strategically. It is certainly possi-
ble that the organization was very e"ective at endorsing candidates who
were likely to win.We claim only that a relationship exists between
FreedomWorks and better performance from the Republican candidate,
not that FreedomWorks caused the increased Republican vote share.

9. According to its website, the Contract from America “was developed
within the decentralized tea party and 912 movements. Ryan Hecker, a
Houston Tea Party Society activist, developed the concept of creating a
grassroots-generated call for reform prior to the April 15, 2009 Tax Day
Tea Party rallies” (http://www.thecontract.org/about/). Candidates who
signed the contract were prominently featured on the group’s website. A
variety of Tea Party–a!liated organizations helped sponsor the Contract
from America, including FreedomWorks, Tea Party 365, and Liberty Lab.

10. The Contract from America was finalized in April 2010, but primaries
were held in Illinois and Texas prior to that time. To account for the fact
that candidates from those states could not have signed the contract
prior to voting, we added this additional control.

11. Many more candidates signed the Contract from America than were
endorsed by the Tea Party. Approximately 136 candidates signed the
contract prior to voting in Republican primaries (Illinois and Texas sign-
ers are excluded from this count, for the reasons explained in note 10). Of
those candidates who signed, only six were endorsed by the Tea Party

Express, and only 10 were endorsed by Sarah Palin. (By contrast, during
the primary season, the Tea Party Express endorsed 28 candidates who
did not sign the contract, and Sarah Palin endorsed 14 nonsigners.) The
magnitude of the self-endorsement measure was more than twice the size
of the endorsement variable, and one plausible (though not the only)
interpretation is that electoral benefits are greater from adopting Tea
Party issue positions than from receiving a formal endorsement.

12. Full details of the survey methodology, including the field period,
response rate calculations, and the full survey questionnaire, can be
accessed at http://csed.byu.edu/Research/GOP%20Delegate%20
Survey.dhtml.

13. Lee and Bridgewater were combined together here because they took
nearly identical stances on the major campaign issues, in opposition to
Senator Bennett. Tea Party support does not significantly contribute to
an analysis that attempts to understand the movement’s supporters and
neither do any of the other variables used in this analysis.

14. Not surprisingly, when a model was estimated using the final round of
voting between the two Tea Party candidates, Lee and Bridgewater, the
e"ect for active Tea Party support disappeared.

15. For more details on the pre-election polling methodology, see Barber
et al. (2010). Full details of the survey methodology, including the field
period, response rate calculations, and the full survey questionnaire, can
be accessed at http://csed.byu.edu/Research/2010COsurvey.dhtml.

16. However, the uneven relationship between party identification and Tea
Party active support is similar, with 36% of independent-leaning Republi-
cans, 23% of “not so strong” Republicans, and 48% of strong Republicans
identifying as active Tea Party supporters. Unlike Utah, where the sample
was limited to convention delegates, the strongest Tea Party support
surfaces among the strong partisans, but the independent leaners remain
stronger Tea Party supporters than the weak partisans.
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